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1
Introduction

 Digital marketing can be used in many ways by both individuals
and businesses. There are a variety of parts which contribute to
an effective digital marketing strategy. These include business
models, online branding, social media, digital marketing
analytics, SEO, and paid advertising. These concepts are defined
and briefly described below and will be explored more in-depth in
each chapter.

Business Models
 To break down what a business model is, it is simply the plan a
business utilizes to make a profit. Business models let companies
test different ways their company can create a profit. It allows
their ideas to become more attractive to investors and others
looking to help the business grow (Parsons, 2022). 

Online Branding
 Online branding is important because it is essentially what
attracts consumers. Having an attractive online presence helps
the company grow and expand to new customers. Online
branding helps create an experience for current and future
consumers, and it allows the company to reach the most amount
of people (LLP, n.d.). 

Social Media
 Social media is a changing market. Instagram, Facebook,
YouTube, TikTok, LinkedIn, Twitter, Snapchat, and Pinterest are
all platforms that can be used in different ways for influencers or
businesses to promote themselves. 



Digital Marketing Analytics
 Digital analytics translates consumers' behaviors into data. It
helps give business owners an idea of how successful they are or
if they need to make some changes. Knowing the company's
analytics will make the decision process easier (Blake, 2020). 

SEO
 Search engine optimization (SEO) is what helps website visibility
and allows businesses to be seen and ranked at the top of the
search engine. This helps a company because it is low-cost,
provides a great ROI (return on investment), and helps the
marketing funnel to attract relevant users. 

Paid Advertising
 Paid advertising, as the name says, is a form of advertising that is
paid for. Some categories of paid advertising are pay-per-click
and display ads. These types of marketing can be useful for any
type of business. 
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2
Business Models

 Any business in today’s world should have a Business Model that
is usually constantly changing. There is no true number to how
many business models there are because they do get created
every day. A Business Model is a company’s plan to make a profit
selling its service or product to a target market or audience
(DevriX, 2021). Most businesses use more than one model, for
example, Amazon. They use a manufacturer, merchant,
subscription, and affiliate model within their own company (Shah,
2021). As more and more companies expand online, it allows
more businesses to carry on more than one model. These Click-
And-Mortar companies are dominating the market around the
world with the rapid growth in technology. Social Networking is
also very important when talking about business models because
it is the prime way to expand a company. 

Types of Business Models 
 Business Models are very important in any business because it is
outlining how the company is going to run. What is the target
market, click, and mortar vs brick and mortar, what product or
service will a company sell? These are all questions that
businesses ask themselves when creating or formulating a new
plan. Companies like Amazon change their business model and
strategy all the time. For example, just in 2021, Amazon
introduced an upgraded third-party payment system to reduce
fraud within their company. This was called the Payment Service
Provider Program (Shah, 2021). Companies adjust their business
model constantly to find new improvements to help increase
profits.
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Merchant Models are Business-to-Business or Business-to-
Consumer. These are products being sold straight to the buyer
(Chron, 2021). Companies like eBay, use the listed price or
auction an item to sell. Wholesalers and retailers are both
merchants (SEOTrance, n.d.). Wholesalers sell bulk either to a
business or personnel for a discounted price. Retail merchants
are both in physical locations and online. A good example of a
Merchant Model is Walmart. They are brick-and-mortar and
service retail to the nation.
 The manufacturing model is a model where a company has raw
materials and creates a product with them. This would include
car, computer, furniture, etc. companies. For example, Dell
Computer is “giving the consumer the ability to customize his
computer according to his needs (Chron, 2021).” They sell these
products to “distributors, retailers, and directly to consumers
(Chron, 2021).”
 An Affiliate Model is an advertising model that pays another
third-party company to lead and advertise the merchant's website
for them (Frankenfield, 2022). This allows the company to create
expansion in a shorter period of time. Amazon has an affiliate
model where companies pay to advertise on their website which
helps them be as big as they are today (Chron, 2021). 
 Subscription Models are becoming more and more popular in
today’s world as streaming services are getting created every
day. When an individual thinks of streaming service, they’ll think
of Netflix, Hulu, Paramount+, HBO Max, Spotify, Apple Music, and
many many more. It is where an individual pays a fee to be
allowed to access what is on that website. For example, if an
individual wants to sign up for Netflix, it’s $14.99 a month to
access those shows and movies.

Click and Mortar 
 Click and mortar (also known as “clicks and bricks”) is an
Omnichannel Business Model that combines both online and
offline operations, involving an online website and a physical
storefront (Damen, 2021). 
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   More and more companies are starting to see the benefits of
merging Ecommerce and traditional physical stores by providing
consumers with an easy and quick online shopping experience as
well as an in-person shopping experience (Robert W, 2018).
 Click-and-mortar businesses have a few ways they can sell
products to their customers including online and offline. Some
stores may include delivery and pickup options such as picking
up in-store, buying in-store, buying online, shipping to home, etc.
Bricks and mortar do not have the luxury of offering these diverse
methods.  
   Click-and-mortar companies usually operate in a similar way
when it comes to transactions give or take a few differences. With
an e-commerce website, many transactions are made online with
digital payment methods including credit, debit, Google Wallet,
Apple Pay, PayPal, and more. On the other hand, Brick-and-
Mortar stores only process payments at their point-of-sale system
including most of the same payment methods plus cash (Gunnoo
et al, 2019). 
   How these retailers advertise and market their company can
also vary. There are numerous channels that companies use to
spread awareness of their brand with offline marketing methods
usually pertaining to the physical storefront side of the click-and-
mortar business. Having a storefront allows companies to market
their brand with offers, promotions, signage, rewards programs,
events, etc. With click-and-mortar, you can also use online
marketing tools with an e-commerce website. Businesses can
easily determine what online marketing strategies work and don’t
work based on data analytics including information such as
bounce rates, and conversion rates. This reason alone can make
online marketing tools a lot more appealing to companies. 
   There are other benefits of using click-and-mortar. For example,
having at least one physical drop-off location. Furthermore,
customers can pick up orders, lowering shipping costs and
encouraging more foot traffic in the store. Doing this it enhances
the chances of that customer making additional purchases within. 
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   Many have fallen into the Homegoods, TJ Maxx, and Marshall's
checkout line trap. The line itself is formed by shelves of
merchandise that customers are left staring at while waiting to be
checked out. A customer can have one simple return to make and
end up spending more money (TJ Maxx, 2015). 
   Clicks and mortar give the customer the option to choose their
shopping experience. Some customers prefer to see the
merchandise firsthand in a physical store before making a
purchase vs others might know what they want and prefer to
shop online in the comfort of their own homes. Giving the
customer the opportunity to feel out about a product and engage
in conversation with an associate face-to-face can help form a
trusting relationship between the buyer and seller. Clicks and
mortar also allow more room for Up-Selling or Cross-Selling
products because there are more outlets for the customer to turn
to (Mullins, 2022). 

Social Networking 
   What is social networking? Social networking comes from
internet-based social media sites that provide an easy way for
friends, family, colleagues, or customers to stay connected. Social
networking has different purposes which can be social, business,
or both through various social media sites like Facebook,
Instagram, TikTok, LinkedIn, and Twitter. There are many
different reasons why social networking is important in today's
age, for example, it connects people and businesses, helps
businesses create advertisements, allows people to share
information, and facilities instant communication. 
   The way it connects people and business is by being able to
connect to clients and customers anywhere in the world. This is
important because business can expand their consumer base and
potential business allies. Social networking also provides
professionals to find jobs that are in different parts of the world
and connect with similar professionals in the same industry. So, it
eliminates cultural and geographical boundaries that may keep
certain people from working or meeting together, and overall 
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create more job opportunities as well as unique opportunities.
   When it comes to allowing people to share information, it means
it helps the spread of information. Information can consist of
local, or national news, product or services, certain business,
laws, and government actions, and even simple information about
friends and family members. Information can spread faster with
the help of certain features on social media like “share” buttons
or links to that information. This type of sharing is much faster
than traditional news outlets and can bring both positive and
negative consequences. Another important factor of social
networking is that it facilitates instant communication, for
example, many social media platforms have built-in messaging
systems that allow users to communicate with each other any
time of the day no matter where they are. This instant messaging
can help build better relationships and professional connections
in a way that has never been done before in human history. Some
examples of personal social networking would be using
FaceBook or Instagram to connect to family members by
updating with pictures or posts about your life, whereas
professional social networking would be utilizing LinkedIn.
LinkedIn is one of the most popular social networking platforms
to connect to others professionally. It allows people to share
information about their work experience, education, skills, and
much more. So, there are various ways for people to network with
others. The positive side of instant communication is that it
comes with fewer errors, stronger relationships, and endless
connections to businesses and professionals within your
geographic area and outside your geographic area. The overall
positives and negatives of social networking as a whole are faster
communication, more connections, and better advertising. The
negatives of social networking are potential misinformation, less
privacy for users, and mental health concerns. So, in all, social
networking can be good for anyone in a business, job search, or
simply staying in touch with friends and family. 

Conclusion
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   In conclusion, there is much importance to various business
models. Certain business models work better than others
depending on the type of business someone is running. It is
important to know how each business model works so that you
know how to successfully utilize each one of them for a particular
purpose. Click and mortar is another tool to use in the marketing
field because it is important to have various options for
consumers to purchase products whether it be online or in-store.
That way you have different types of shoppers visiting your
business. Social networking is the last tool everyone should use
to stay connected professionally with others, whether it be with
consumers, employees, or other types of people. It will definitely
help marketing a brand as well. In all, these three different topics
will help you succeed in anything that has to do with running a
business, or marketing for a business.

  



3
Online Branding

   One of the biggest priorities for brands and companies
nowadays is to build a structured online presence and brand
awareness to attract customers. This is still relatively new
considering that online branding became a crucial part of
companies’ activity in the mid-90s. Sales and marketing
communications are being driven through internet activity;
consequently, being aware of online branding is a key factor for
success in this digital era. Companies that successfully build a
strong online presence create valuable advantages among the
competition, while also being able to effectively solidify their
name and mission in the market.

   Online branding is a brand management technique that builds
identity and reputation through online channels in order to
effectively position a brand in the target market. At the same time,
it aims to enhance global reach and promote brand awareness
(Bhasin, 2021). Products and services can always become
obsolete or outdated over time, but if the brand is strongly
structured in both physical and online scenarios, it can become
timeless and always capable of adaptation to the
market/customer necessities. Optimizing the brand’s online
presence will boost the customers' loyalty and connection with
the brand, consequently creating value for both parties and
increasing the brand’s credibility.
 It is important to consider many factors when developing
effective online branding since online channels are direct ways to
connect and introduce new prospects and customers to the
brand. Visual elements (colors and logo), technology, and design
are crucial components to promoting personal identity and
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uniqueness of a brand; according to Fogg's statement “looking
good is often interpreted as being good –and being credible”
(Eid, Al-Sharief & Hussein, 2011). These factors help brands to
differentiate from the competition as well as make the brand
name memorable to customers due to its eye-catching elements.
The online channels must be: easy to navigate, informative,
appealing to customers, always follow the brands’ characteristics,
and present its main mission/content in a professional manner.
Another crucial factor to build a successful online brand is the
emotional connection with the customers. Consumers are
responsible for keeping the brand name alive as they interact and
create loyalty bonds with the brand, as well as promote the brand
name by word-of-mouth. Brands that use the right online tools to
maximize the customers' emotional connection see more valuable
returns in terms of website clicks, views, likes, feedback, time
spent on the site, and many other customer engagement
activities (Eid, Al-Sharief & Hussein, 2011). By providing a well-
structured online experience, the brands strengthen the
relationship with the customers by creating a valuable bond that
leads to conversion, retention, and brand loyalty.
Online branding goes beyond just the visual identity and brand
representation on the web; this strategy aims to build impressions
and provide recognition among customers. Online branding
helps brands differentiate themselves from their competition by
showing their uniqueness and valuable opportunities,
consequently building a lasting impression on consumers' minds
that leads to brand loyalty. Different online elements must be
effectively combined in order to boost users’ activity and overall
profit retention.

Online Presence & Website Engagement
   Establishing an online presence is a necessary step in online
branding. HubSpot defines online presence as, “how easy it is to
find a brand or company online” (Riserbato, 2022). Building a
presence and making it easier to find the company involves
creating and managing a number of digital channels including a 
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website, social media platforms, and email marketing. When
people are able to find the brand, it shows the online branding
strategy is effective and it can result in steady growth for the
business.
    There are a few strategies that are crucial to building an online
presence. The first is to optimize search engine optimization
(SEO). HubSpot explains, “with online algorithms changing every
day, SEO is one of the best tactics to build your online presence
(Riserbato, 2022). This could be anything from using keywords to
appear on Google or using hashtags to direct traffic to social
media. Secondly, identify the image wanted for the brand and
portray it. Building a professional presence with company colors,
a modern logo, and an intuitive website and social pages is going
to help to stay relevant in a given segment. If the company page
on one channel looks different or more dated from other
platforms, people may assume the business is inactive there and
may not follow or like the page. Lastly, it is necessary to post and
engage with content. Posting will help to appear in more users’
feeds and increase the chances of building and maintaining a
following. Engaging with content is important to generate B2C
and B2B relationships.
     An example of a brand with a strong online presence is
Starbucks. They are active on all of the major platforms including
Instagram, FaceBook, and TikTok. They are posting consistently
with seasonal products and promotions, a variety of content to
attract all ages, as well as friendly responses to comments. These
things help to build their following which is a metric for
measuring their online presence. These strategies have helped
them obtain nearly 18 million followers on Instagram.
     Having an engaging website is essential for online branding as
well. HubSpot explains, “website engagement metrics measure
how much your website visitors are interacting with your website
and online brand” (Juviler, 2022). If a website is not engaging,
people will quickly “bounce” off of the site, the business will lose
out on sales, and they will not optimally build their online brand.
There are a few ways to increase website engagement. A source 
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discussing building engaging websites explains to keep them
simple and easy to navigate (Rivera, 2022). If a website is
cluttered and has too many choices, a user likely will not spend
much time on the site. Prioritizing important items will encourage
users to explore and engage with the site, help control what the
user sees, and establish a professional online brand. Secondly, it
is important to let visitors know what to do next (Rivera, 2022).
When featuring a product or service, there should also be a “buy
now” button or contact information. This will maximize the
chance of customers wanting to do business. A user should never
have to search for this information because this increases the
chance they will go elsewhere. Lastly, having high-quality images
and/or videos makes a website more engaging for users. This is a
perfect opportunity to feature the product or service. A website
that is all text will make it harder to grab attention and will likely
have a higher bounce rate.
   An example of a company with an engaging website is Apple.
Their landing page features their flagship products with vibrant
photos and two buttons: “learn more” or “buy.” These are simple
calls to action that do not overwhelm the user and make it likely
for them to want to stay and browse. Their top navigation menu is
simple and includes sections for “store,” “support,” and one for
each of their products. Lastly, their website features large, sharp
photos and videos. This influences users to browse, showcases
their products in high detail, and makes the website as enjoyable
and engaging as possible. 

Logo and Logo Design
   Having an effective logo for an online brand can help make the
brand more recognizable, and identifiable and help the brand
stand out from others. As stated, “companies have two seconds to
convince potential customers that their products are worth any
consideration” (Goldring, 2022). If a brand has a standout logo,
that will make a positive and lasting impression on potential
customers, and they are more likely to remember the brand and
even if they do not buy right away, they may buy in the future. 



Oftentimes the logo will be, “printed on business cards, be in
email, be on flyers, and will be the first thing that the consumer
sees when they hear about the brand” (Goldring, 2022).
      Logos can also convey meaning to the consumer “about your
company's core values” (Goldring, 2022). Oftentimes companies
will also have a company slogan or tagline associated with the
logo to make sure that the company's point is across from what
they are trying to accomplish. Logos can also have a visual
element that is incorporated to show an area of business that the
brand is categorized in, to informally convey that message to the
customer. Logos are important because they “give a form of
consistency and identification to the customer” (Goldring, 2022).
Consumers will remember a logo and use it as a form of
identification for the online brand to distinguish it from other
similar brands, and also as a way to associate certain elements
with the brand as well.
     To tie together, a company's logo is what's called the “brands
face” (Ooley, 2018). A brand's face and logo can change over
periods of time and companies often change the font or style of
their logo for more modern looks. This can go either way with
consumers. Some consumers will accept the change going
forward but others will not and want the old consistency they are
used to (Ooley, 2018). In many cases, once the brand and logo
have an established customer base, they will try to keep the same
or a similar identifiable logo.

Designing a Logo
  The design of the logo is very important. Rather than just having
words of the brand's name, oftentimes brands will incorporate a
picture or multiple variations of the company's logo. The purpose
of having variations is oftentimes for merchandise or items
associated with the brand (Ward, 2022). The logo designs are
called primary and secondary logos. The primary logo design is
sometimes larger than the secondary and can take up more space
when trying to place it on items being made (Ward, 2022). This is
where a secondary logo would come into play.
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An example of a company designing two or more logos to convey
the same meaning can be seen at a college or university
oftentimes. In some cases, a college could have a separate logo
for its sports program, as opposed to the traditional school logo.
The primary logo is “usually more traditional looking, as opposed
to the secondary logo which is a shorter and more compact
version of the original” (Ward, 2022). If a logo design doesn’t
stand out amongst the competition it can become lost in the
crowd. This is why many companies will hire a professional
service to generate the logo for the brand.
     Logos are an extremely important element to any brand and
are something the companies spend a lot of time on to get
correct. In many cases, companies and brands will constantly
change their logo or colors to try and upgrade the element of the
brand. This is something that can be beneficial but at other times
non-beneficial. If a brand designs a memorable logo early on with
colors that stand out to the consumer they will be less likely to
change, Having a strong logo is a great way to build customer
awareness for the brand and keep customers loyal. 

Personal Branding/Brand Awareness
    Personal branding is the process of creating a brand identity for
a person or business (Heitzman, 2022). Essentially it is how the
business presents itself to peers and potential consumers. Brand
identity is the projection of company or personal values that
communicate who a brand is, what it stands for, and why
consumers should choose it over other companies (Heitzman,
2022). It is important because personal branding and brand
awareness helps to stand out, leads to opportunities, foster trust
in consumers, and allows the business to control the narrative.
   A personal brand is described as, “the unique set of skills and
experiences that make you who you are” (Heitzman, 2022).
Setting a personal brand or business apart, provides a
competitive advantage over other businesses in the market.
Offering something that others do not, adds value to the brand in
the eyes of consumers. This, in turn, leads to opportunities in the 
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form of potential sales. Being transparent and letting the
consumer base know who the company is, helps to build a
relationship with them. Satisfactory customer support or even just
engagement are great ways to build trust. In this day and age,
there is easily accessible information about a person or business
almost anywhere. Personal branding starts with things as simple
as social media accounts. In order to have a good personal brand,
it is important to control how people see the company and
present it in the best possible light. This equates to, “controlling
the narrative,” in the sense that it is beneficial to make people see
the brand in a particular way.
 With that said, the second step in building a personal brand
should be creating a website. This can be used as a platform to
highlight skills and experiences. In the case of a business, the
products and core values (Heitzman, 2022). Next is to create a
logo that is consistent throughout all platforms (social media,
website, email, etc.). As explained above, logo design is
incredibly important and should not be overlooked. Refer to the
section Designing a Logo for in-depth information on how to
approach this task. After completing these steps define the target
audience based on the products or content (Heitzman, 2022).
These are some great first steps in creating a personal brand.
     Brand awareness is the familiarity the target audience has with
a brand and how well they are able to recognize it (Decker, 2022).
Brand awareness creates trust within consumers, creates
associations with actions and products with a particular brand,
and builds brand equity. Brand equity is the value perceived
through physical experiences with a brand and the overall
perception. This can help increase product value and brand value
overall (Decker, 2022). A few great ways to build brand
awareness are being a person rather than a company, socializing,
telling a narrative, and making sharing easy. Being a person
rather than a company implies that there is a sense of personality
portrayed to the target audience. This results in a perception of a
trusted friend rather than a distant, unknown company trying to 
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take their money. Socializing is pretty self-explanatory.
Networking is an essential part of all business and meeting and
talking to new people can easily increase brand awareness and
make connections at no cost. Telling a narrative is a powerful tool
because it allows for a “why” or purpose. Think about brands
such as Nike or Patagonia that have built their entire brand on
why they are who they are. These top companies have solidified
their purpose just as anyone should in building brand awareness.
Finally, by making sharing easy, it allows the word to get out.
People have noticeably short and shortening attention spans, so
making sharing as easy as one click increases the likelihood they
will send the content to another person (Decker, 2022).

Conclusion
    Online branding goes more in-depth than simply posting
online. Things including online presence, website engagement,
logos, personal branding, and brand awareness must be carefully
thought out and contribute to the online brand. This method of
branding is becoming very important in the competitive fight for
users’ attention in the digital space. Overall, this is a necessary
component of digital marketing, and understanding it in its
entirety will help to best portray the brand.
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4
Social Media 

  Social media is constantly evolving, and it is important that
businesses know how to utilize these platforms for their brand to
gain recognition and stay up to date on trends. Social media has
the power to increase a business’s marketing exposure and gain
new clientele. It is key for businesses to be present on social
media in order to be social with their followers and customers,
which in turn will help create a strong and lasting relationship.
Every social media platform is different, making it crucial that
each business/person that uses the platform knows how to
operate the site. This allows for the most engagement possible. In
today's world, networking on social media has become the next
big thing and it is very easy to connect with others worldwide.

Instagram
  Instagram is a social media platform where users of the app can
upload photos and videos that can be edited using filters,
organized by hashtags, and categorized by location. Instagram
was founded by Kevin Systrom and Mike Kreiger in 2010 and
currently has more than one and a half billion users and 40 billion
posts as of 2018. In 2012, Instagram was purchased by Facebook
for one billion dollars in cash and stock[2].
   Instagram’s platform is similar to most of the largest social
media platforms, including features such as likes, comments,
tags, and hashtags. A feature that distinguishes Instagram from
other apps is the ability to share pictures or videos on a
continuous-scroll feed with the ability to see followers' posts and
ads[3]. Lately, Instagram has been slowly rolling out shopping
features. This allows companies and brands to have their
products or services sold directly through Instagram, without ever 
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 having to leave the app (Forsey, 2022).
   Instagram is one of the most popular social media platforms for
creating brands, whether they are personal brands or brands for
businesses. It is the birthplace of the social media influencer
and content creators, and today, 60% of users credit Instagram
with discovering a new product or service (Bernstein, 2019).
Building a brand can help businesses better establish
relationships with their audience. As a result, they can eventually
develop into dedicated customers. A company will outperform
other companies that are not utilizing platforms like Instagram if
they build a brand that people care about. Strong branding helps
companies stand out to customers and have an impact. A brand's
image will have an impact on how current and potential
customers respond to their products and services.
   To help build a brand on Instagram, there are several marketing
strategies that a business can utilize to optimize Instagram's
algorithm to its advantage. The first technique is to post
frequently. By posting more frequently, people will become more
accustomed to a brand and will eagerly anticipate new material.
From a business standpoint, it is best to post at least once a week
or every other day and to post one or two stories daily. Utilizing
tools like Instagram stories is a simple method to keep a
consumer's attention without over-saturating their page[4] .
Posting frequently is fast and easy, but it is also the most accurate
way to see how many people are engaging with content. 
   A second marketing strategy to utilize with Instagram is to post
visually compelling and unique content. Each post should be
unique, eye-catching to the audience, and true to the company’s
brand. Nowadays, Instagram feeds are oversaturated and users
will mindlessly scroll through their feeds. Having content that is
eye-catching or even having an interactive aspect to it will make
the user stop scrolling and see what a brand has to say. Staying
true to unique branding can also help users to stop on a post as
they are looking out for that brand and want to see its content.
Further, creating and using a brand-specific hashtag will make it
easier for consumers to find and share content. This is a way for 
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people to engage with and promote a brand by using the hashtag
on their own social media (Admin, 2017). Lastly, another
technique is to connect with influencers and other brands.
Reaching out to influencers with medium to large followings is a
great, and now very common, marketing strategy to promote a
product or service.  

Facebook
 Facebook is the largest social media platform to date with 2.91
billion users worldwide. The company was founded by Mark
Zuckerberg in 2004 in Cambridge Massachusetts with co-
founders Dustin Moskovitz, Chris Hughes, and Eduardo Saverin.
The app was originally created to make the world more
connected in a social aspect, not to be the business that it has
become today (“Mark”, 2012). Facebook has acquired many other
apps as well, such as Instagram, Messenger, and Whatsapp, along
with 91 others (Bose, 2022)[5] [6] [7] .
 Facebook has a very similar setup as other social media
platforms, yet has some characteristics that make it
distinguishable as well. Everyone has their own page where they
have the option to fill out as much or as little information about
themselves as they would like. Users have the option to post
updates, photos, videos, and more for their friends to see and
interact with. Things that make Facebook different from other
platforms include groups that can be created and joined, albums
for photos and videos, event planning, asking for
recommendations, and even selling items (Facebook
Marketplace). The app has a wide variety of features and is
consistently updating to stay ahead and on top of trends, which
attributes to its great success.
   Facebook allows people from across the world to communicate
with each other and share updates with the click of a button.
Zuckerberg wrote in his letter to investors, “We hope to
strengthen how people relate to each other” (Mark, 2012). He
wanted to focus on the relationship between two people and
expand upon that idea. He explains that relationships are how
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people come up with ideas, understand new concepts, and
overall attain happiness. It is very important for businesses to be
taking advantage of communication through social media to stay
connected with their customers and up to date on any new trends
to stay relevant. Businesses can relate to their followers by
posting content that is going to get engagement and create a
bond between the company and its followers. Companies can do
this by looking at the engagement their previous posts received
and taking note on which posts performed well for them and
which ones did not. Any business has the option to make a
business account to see how well their posts perform and this is a
great way to stay loyal and consistent to followers once the
business knows what their followers like.
   Facebook uses advertisements often to keep their services free
and available to users. Companies pay Facebook to insert their
ads every few swipes the user completes. These ads will be
curated to things the user may currently be interested in and are
geared towards them. The way the ads are integrated into the
feed makes them look like a normal post at first, but after a longer
glance the post will be marked “sponsored,” and a simple click
brings the user directly to the website being advertised. Business
profiles[8]  on Facebook also have the option to promote their
posts for a certain cost, depending on how wide they want their
message spread. With a business profile, the company can create
a landing page for its followers/likers to engage with. This is a
pay-per-click form of advertising that will include their profile
picture, a header, and more aspects that represent the brand all
in one place. Marketing is a major part of Facebook, and the
company would not be what it is today without it.

YouTube
  YouTube is a video-sharing social media platform with over 800
million videos. The platform was first launched in February of
2005 by its creators, Chad Hurley, Steve Chen, and Jawed Karmin
who were all former employees of the company PayPal. The idea 
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for YouTube was developed by these three men after they had
been looking for a platform for video sharing. This is when they
decided to create their own platform. The first video uploaded to
YouTube was a video created by the founders titled, “Me at the
Zoo''. Today, YouTube is considered the second largest search
engine, and as of 2022, has over 210 million users in the United
States alone.
  Today, many people on YouTube have made video creation their
full-time job in which they are called “creators”. Many people who
have jobs as creators have been able to monetize their videos
through likes, views, AdSense, sponsorships, and more. In 2021,
YouTube launched a variety of different video features including
YouTube Shorts, live streaming, chapters, premieres, and the
community tab (GMI, 2022). These are all features that were
developed for the platform's creators to be able to diversify their
types of content and attract different target audiences.
 For YouTube users who strictly use the platform for viewing
videos, YouTube creates a recommended page of videos they
believe the user will like. YouTube makes these assumptions on
what they believe a user will like based on their search history,
watch history, and intelligent algorithm. They can do this
because the YouTube platform was bought by Google in
November 2006[9].
   Businesses can best utilize the YouTube platform by addressing
customers' questions and concerns, promoting brand messages,
expanding their reach, engaging different types of viewers, and
increasing conversion (Thorpe, 2022). The YouTube platform is
also a great way to gain brand awareness from its users through
paid ads at the beginning of videos. [10] 

TikTok
    TikTok first began in 2016 by Chinese tech giant ByteDance,
under the name, “Douyin” (Big 3 Media, 2020). This was a video-
sharing platform similar to Instagram and Facebook. Then, in
2017, ByteDance created another platform called Musical.ly,
which was for short lip-sync videos (Big 3 Media, 2020).  
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Later, ByteDance shut down Musical.ly and incorporated the
features in Douyin. In 2018, Douyin went global and became
known as TikTok (Big 3 Media, 2020). Musical.ly was very similar
to TikTok, and at the time, lip-sync videos were very popular. The
TikTok app is now available in 155 countries and in 75 languages
(Big 3 Media, 2020).
   TikTok utilizes an algorithm and displays content specialized to
what the user likes watching. When first joining TikTok, the user
is prompted to choose topics the user is interested in, which it
then builds its “For You” page (Big 3 Media, 2020). The “For You”
page is based on the user's past activity interactions with other
videos. A video starts off by being shown to a small number of
people, and if it receives good engagement, it is pushed out to
more people and has the potential of becoming “viral” (Big 3
Media, 2020). It does not matter how many followers the user has,
all videos go through the same process. These videos can be
downloaded and will include the TikTok logo and the user's tag
name.
    Making a TikTok account is easy and user-friendly. After setting
up an account, the user is able to begin looking at videos and
posting. The user is able to like, comment, and share videos.
When making a video, the user has the option to add sounds and
effects. TikTok has the option to duet with other users and be
side by side in terms of the video. For more engagement, it is
beneficial to use hashtags. More things contributing to its
popularity include TikTok having many trends and challenges
that are available for anyone to participate in (Bump, 2022).
Furthermore, there are many famous people and businesses on
TikTok. A popular company that has gone viral on TikTok is
DuoLingo, an education app. They have been very engaging and
interactive with their followers, which many have found
entertaining. They currently have 4.9 million followers and 98.2
million likes. This has allowed DuoLingo to become the top
education app.

LinkedIn
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  In 2002, LinkedIn was founded by Reid Hoffman in Mountain
View, California, but was not launched until 2003 (Gregersen,
2019). Reid Hoffman and others helped in the making of PayPal
and Socialnet.com. LinkedIn allowed job postings in 2005 and
the ability to find potential employers. In 2007, LinkedIn became
profitable, had more than 15 million users, and grew to 100
million users by 2011 (Gregersen, 2019). LinkedIn was bought by
Microsoft in 2016 for $26 billion, and has over 740 million users
today. There are users from over 200 countries, and it is available
in 24 languages (McFadden, 2021[11] b). Bill Gates has the most
followers with about 35 million followers. He is consistent with his
posts and interacts with other profiles and posts.
    Business-to-business marketing has been a big way that
LinkedIn has been used to distribute content since 2017
(McFadden, 2021b). LinkedIn is a great place to find jobs and
build connections with others. Users can show off what they are
doing professionally and all of their accomplishments. When
signing up, the user is able to choose the basic option which is
free or the premium option which is $29.99 a month (Photofeeler,
2020). The basic option includes messaging, profile creation, and
ways to apply to job postings. The premium option includes more
features and helps to expand one’s profile (Doyle, 2021).
Essentially, a LinkedIn profile is someone's resume, but it is more
interactive (Gregersen, 2019). Each profile should have a formal
headshot photo for their profile pic and a short but engaging
summary. Businesses are also able to use LinkedIn to post job
listings and updates within their business. Users will be able to
talk to these businesses and speak to recruiters. Some job
applications outside of LinkedIn may ask for a link to the
applicant’s LinkedIn profile, which means it is important for a
LinkedIn page to be up-to-date and professional. LinkedIn also
offers courses to take to improve skills in all workplace
aspects[12].

Twitter
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  Twitter is a microblogging and social network service founded
by Jack Dorsey, Noah Glass, Biz Stone, and Evan Williams in 2006
and is based in San Francisco, California[13] . Twitter allows users
to post 140-character messages or “tweets” from a variety of
third-party desktop and smartphone applications. The service
resembles Facebook's status updates and news feeds more than
it does conventional blogs. However, Twitter's default setup
allows for the ability to follow anyone, anytime, unlike Facebook,
where the majority of users must approve "friends" before they
can view status updates.
   Keyword targeting allows for the ability to engage Twitter
users through the different words and phrases included in
particular content, and/or the user has searched for on the
platform. This allows a person a business to reach their target
audience at the exact time the business, content, and services are
most relevant to them. Like Instagram, Twitter heavily relies on
the use of hashtags to gain traction to a post and find a target
audience. Creating hashtags that are unique and relevant will
easily and quickly attract people who are interested in the topic
and brand. However, unlike Instagram that can have up to 30
hashtags on a post, it is recommended to have very few hashtags
due to the small word count on tweets. Tweets with more than
two hashtags see a 17% decrease in engagement compared to
those with one or two hashtags (Baker, 2021).

Snapchat
   Snapchat was created in 2011 and founded by Stanford
University students, Evan Spiegel, Reggie Brown, and Bobby
Murphy. The platform allows users to communicate with their
friends by sending pictures and/or videos that disappear after
viewing them. There was a precursor to the app called “picaboo”
that quickly switched into Snapchat, right after Spiegel and
Murphy removed Brown from the team (O’Connell, 2020). The
company evolved greatly over the first few years by introducing
stories, videos, filters and more. By 2015, the company reached
75 million monthly users and was climbing up on the social media 
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charts. According to the developers, the app was created
because they felt emotions could be better understood through a
photo or video rather than a simple text message (Parker, 2022).
    Snapchat is a great way to keep in touch with friends without
the need for in-depth conversations. By sending photos and
videos back and forth, users are able to send what they are up to
without the pressure of that post being publicized for longer than
10 seconds. Snapchat also allows users to post stories (or private
stories) that will last up to 24 hours for friends to see. The app has
many more features such as: messaging, snapmaps, spotlight,
subscriptions, memories, camera roll access, and a “my eyes
only section”, making it incomparable with other social media
platforms[14] . The usability of the app is rather simple and keeps
users engaged so they will spend more time on the app.
    Snapchat uses a few different types of advertisements to make
their profit and keep their business running. In 2018, 99% of
Snapchat's revenue resulted from advertisements (O’Connell,
2020). The advertisements that are available to use on snapchat
are Snap Ads, and filters/geotags. Companies can either pay to
have their advertisement played while the user is swiping through
their stories and/or subscriptions, or they can create a filter for
their company. Businesses have the option to buy these filters or
ad space on the app in order to get their name and products out
there to potential buyers through business-to-business
advertising. Some companies will pay and/or sponsor creators to
promote their products on Snapchat like they do for other social
media platforms. Filter advertisements are exceptional because
they allow users to try the interactive filters while taking videos
and photos to send to their friends or put on their stories. This
marketing is great because it is embedded into users' every-day
snapchat experience.

Pinterest
   Pinterest is an online site where people can save (pin) and
organize different images and videos into categories called
boards. Users can also upload pictures and videos of themselves
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 n the app for others to find their social media platforms and
websites.
         The idea of Pinterest was created by its founders, Ben
Silbermann, Paul Sciarra, and Evan Sharp. It was created at the
end of the recession in 2008 and was originally named “Tote,”
which was to be a paper replacement for paper catalogs. The
Tote app had issues with mobile payments, and at the time, the
technology was not easy for its users to access on the go. With
the downfall of the Tote app came the concept to create Pinterest
instead.
    The app launched in March of 2009. Nine months following the
launch, the Pinterest website had over 10,000 users. Pinterest
grew even more rapidly in August of 2011 when the website was
listed in Time Magazines “50 Best Websites of 2011.” In
December of 2011, Pinterest became one of the top 10 largest
social network services with over 11 million visitors per week
(Pinterest, n.d.).
   Today businesses can utilize Pinterest as a visual social media
platform where they can share their own pins, create boards, and
add links for users to shop. The benefit of businesses utilizing
Pinterest as a sharing platform is to gain brand exposure and
attract a variety of different target audiences. Pinterest is also a
great way to entice its users to purchase a brand's products
through linking purchasing websites with the images on the site
(Driver, 2022).

Conclusion
  Using social media within your personal life and business brand
is key to connecting with others and form relationships. In this
chapter, we have discussed the following platforms; Instagram,
LinkedIn, Tik Tok, Facebook, Pinterest, Snapchat, Youtube and
Twitter. Being active on these platforms will make your personal
brand or business more engaging and will drive business
potential to your pages.
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5
Digital Marketing

   Digital marketing analytics measures and tracks the success of
campaigns to give the business owner insight on what needs to
be tweaked in order for campaigns to reach their highest
potential (Why Digital Marketing Analytics Matter to Your
Business, 2021). Marketing analytics helps business owners to
understand their buyers’ behaviors by gathering data from all
channels the business utilizes. This allows the business to curate
content and products that perfectly fit into the consumer’s
specific needs.

         There are many concepts to consider when discussing
digital marketing analytics. This chapter will highlight the most
important topics, including website analytics and social media
analytics. Within these subtopics are many important metrics
used to understand the consumers’ behaviors. All social media
platforms have different metrics that determine whether or not a
campaign is successful. Examples of important metrics to
consider include but are not limited to page views, engagement,
and new/repeat visitors. This chapter will highlight the most
important metrics for all platforms discussed. Platforms that
businesses utilize the most are Instagram, Facebook, TikTok,
YouTube, Pinterest, and LinkedIn.
  Overall, this chapter will provide helpful insight on website
analytics and important metrics to consider when utilizing
websites as part of a business’s digital marketing strategy. This
chapter will also dive into the platforms previously stated, their
importance to the digital marketing strategies of many
businesses, and the important metrics to consider for each
platform.
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Website Analytics
   There are many ways that a business can analyze their digital
efforts. One way is by collecting data from the business’s website.
Website analytics can help a business understand where visitors
go on the website, how long they stay on pages for, how often
they visit the site, and how they arrived at the site. Understanding
the various analytics available to a business for their website is
crucial for tracking, measuring, and optimizing overall
performance.
    In terms of the website itself, businesses can analyze how
different pages such as the homepage, landing page, and
product page are performing individually based on the amount of
traffic each page experiences. The business can then adjust the
content presented on each page depending on the amount of
user traffic or lack thereof. Website traffic is only one of the
many different website engagement metrics that a business
should continuously keep track of. Website traffic refers to the
web users who visit a website. It is important to understand why
tracking such a metric as web traffic is vital to a business. When
using a tool like Google Analytics or HubSpot for example, the
business can grasp a better understanding of who their visitors
are based on user behavior and which channels visitors used to
access the site. (Skow, 2022). If one channel is more popular
among users than others, the business can shift their efforts to
focus on gaining even more users through that channel. When a
different channel doesn’t appear to be adequately attracting
visitors to the site, the business can take this into account and
work to optimize the channel to increase traffic.
  Increased traffic leads to more users interacting on the website,
which can result in more leads that convert to customers, and
promoters of the business. Another website engagement metric
that businesses can track is bounce rate. Bounce rate is “the
percentage of visitors who load one page on the website and
then “bounce off” and leave without interacting with the page or
visiting any other pages” (Juviler, 2022). When analyzing the
bounce rate, a high percentage expresses that many users are 
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leaving the page or website, indicating poor performance and
vice versa for a low percentage. Popular workout apparel
company Gymshark, for example, currently experiences a bounce
rate of 37% (“Gymshark.com,” 2022). This bounce rate is
considered healthy, and indicates that users are engaging well
with their product offerings.
   While some companies experience low bounce rates, indicating
sufficient performance, other companies’ bounce rates can be
high for several different reasons. One reason could be that
navigating the website is difficult or confusing to users, resulting
in frustration and users leaving the site. Another reason could be
poor functionality of the website overall. Users want to be able to
find the information they need on sites quickly without
confronting issues, so a business should ensure that their site is
working properly. This creates a more enjoyable user experience,
leading to a lower bounce rate.
   Page views are an additional website engagement metric that
businesses can analyze to improve and optimize their site. The
page views metric measures the number of times a specific page
on a website was seen or viewed by a visitor. When a web page is
loaded into a user’s browser, it counts as one page view. If the
page is reloaded, it counts as an additional page view, which can
be misleading for a business. It is still important for businesses to
keep track of the pages that gain many page views as well as the
pages that do not as an indicator of performance. When pages
experience a high number of views, it indicates that SEO and
overall marketing efforts are proving successful. A low number of
page views can indicate that search engine optimization efforts
need to be improved in order to attract users to the site. A low
number of page views is not always a negative sign because it
could indicate that users do not need to reload the page, proving
the functionality of the page and website. While the page views
metric is useful, it is not typically used without referring to other
metrics to provide additional context as to how the website is
performing and engaging visitors (Juviler, 2022).
In addition to page views, businesses can track the average time 
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a user stayed on a page. The average time on page metric allows
businesses to understand how long visitors are staying on certain
pages. When a user stays on a page for a longer period of time, it
indicates that the content is engaging and provides some sort of
value to the user. Visitors on the Gymshark website spend an
average of 4 minutes and 10 seconds on each page
(“Gymshark.com,” 2022). This indicates that users are engaged
and are deriving value from the company’s offerings. The time
spent on pages will vary depending on the depth or amount of
content presented. For example, users spending a considerable
amount of time on the product page is ideal because this  tends
to lead to positive results such as them making a purchase. If
longer periods of time are being spent on landing pages for
example though, this could hint that there are issues or barriers
that prevent users from converting, or that information on the site
is confusing. It is important that the overall design of the website
is user friendly and easily navigable to decrease the likelihood of
this confusion. Just like the page views metric, the average time
spent on a page metric lacks sufficient context by itself (Juviler,
2022). Overall, it is generally more optimal to see that users
spend longer amounts of time on pages with in-depth information
and less but still considerable time on pages with general
information.
 Businesses can classify their visitors as new or repeat visitors.
New visitors are users that are visiting the website for the first
time. Repeat visitors are users that have interacted with and
visited the website previously. It is crucial for businesses to track
the ratio of new and repeat visitors to their site to understand
whether the content is offering value to users. The goal is to
retain customers that will continue to return to the website, but to
also gain fresh, new visitors to grow the business’s customer base
(Juviler, 2022). Distinguishing between the two also helps to
determine if marketing efforts are successful in directing new
visitors to the business.
 In order to create an enjoyable user experience, it is important
that users are able to access the information they need when they 
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need it. This is why measuring site load speed is critical. Site
speed is how quickly users are able to access, see, and interact
with content on the website. If pages take long periods of time to
load, users are likely to leave the page, resulting in a higher
bounce rate as previously mentioned. When pages load in a
reasonable time, ideally 0-4 seconds, users are less likely to leave,
creating more potential for higher conversion rates (Juviler,
2022).
 Gaining conversions should be the ultimate goal of the website
and overall marketing efforts. The conversion rate (CVR) is the
percentage of visitors that complete a desired action on a
website, such as completing a call to action (CTA) or purchasing
a product. This means that purchasing a product is not the only
way to “convert” users and there are multiple levels of
conversion. These can include “visitor-to-lead conversion, lead-
to-customer conversion, and visitor-to-customer conversion”
(Juviler, 2022). Organizing conversions in this way can help a
business better understand at what stage in the buyer’s journey
users are converting the most and the least often. A high
conversion rate is indicative of successful overall marketing
efforts and a well-designed website. Through in-depth analysis of
the website metrics previously mentioned throughout the
chapter, a business can better understand what factors can
impact the overall conversion rate.
   Eventually, users will complete a desired action or find the
information they were looking for and leave the site. This is where
measuring the exit rate on different pages is helpful, which is the
percentage of page views that were the last of a user’s session on
a website. If the exit rate is high on pages where the business is
attempting to convert or engage users, this signals that the
content needs to be adjusted to better fit users’ needs. If the exit
rate is high on pages where it is expected to be, such as on pages
that thank users for completing a desired action, then this is not a
reason to be concerned. It is important for a business to keep
track of which pages experience high and low exit rates in order
to determine whether the content provided is accomplishing 
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what it is set out to do (Juviler, 2022). 

Social Media Analytics
 When it comes to businesses analyzing their digital efforts, social
media analytics are a great tool to use. Social media analytics
help businesses understand how customers feel about their
company, products, and services (Qualtrics, 2022). 
 Facebook has many different types of social media analytics for
businesses to use to track interactions with their posts. One of the
most important metrics is engagement rate, which shows the
average number of people who have interacted with a post,
whether they liked, shared, or commented on it. Two ways that
Facebook calculates this are by followers and by reach. When it
comes to calculating the average amount of engagement rate by
number of followers, the user adds together the interactions,
comments, and shares, divided by the number of posts that the
user may have, then divided by the total number of followers they
may have, then multiplied by 100. Finding the average
engagement rate by reach has a similar process as well. The user
finds their average engagement rate by adding interactions,
comments, and shares together, then dividing that by the number
of posts. After, the user will divide that number by the reach, and
then multiply it by 100 to obtain a percentage.
Another metric that Facebook uses is reach, which refers to the
total number of unique users who have seen their content.
Facebook uses three types of reach which are post reach, paid
reach, and organic reach. Post reach refers to the number of
people who have seen any of a business’ posts at least once and
this is usually an estimation. Paid reach is any number of people
who have had a paid post from a company page enter their feed
and have interacted with it. A brand that uses paid reach on
Facebook is Shopify. Shopify uses their sponsored posts to grab
users' attention; with posts having to do with ways they’re better
than their competitor or about products that have to draw users
to their page or website.  Organic reach can be broken down into
the two categories of viral and non-viral. Viral reach refers to the 
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number of people who have had any form of content such as likes
and comments appear on their feed due to a friend having
engaged with the content or following the page. Non-viral reach
refers to the number of people who have had any form of content
enter their feed, not by having a friend engage with it (Facebook,
2022).
  Facebook utilizes cost per click, also known as CPC, which
refers to the price paid for each click on an ad. The click in CPC
stands for link clicks, which could be anything from clicks to visit
another website, call to action clicks such as “Buy Now”, and
clicks that call for downloading apps (Meta, 2022). Cost per click
is calculated by the total amount spent divided by the number of
clicks. Facebook allows users to optimize their CPC, which in
return will bring more traffic to an ad. When optimizing an ad on
Facebook, Facebook will help gather as much traffic as the
budget allows.
         Instagram is another great asset for businesses to use to
track interactions on their posts. One of Instagram's most used
functions is hashtags, which are made up of a # sign followed by
numbers, letters, and/or emojis (Newberry, 2022b). Hashtags are
easily discoverable as they are categorized by topic as well as
able to be followed. Hashtags allow audiences to grow and
obtain more reach. Instagram profiles that are listed as business
profiles have access to see how many impressions have been
received through hashtags (Newberry, 2022c). One brand that
uses hashtags on their Instagram posts is Coca-Cola. Coca-Cola
currently uses hashtags such as “#coke” and “#shareacoke.” The
“#shareacoke” campaign was one of Coca-Cola’s biggest social
media campaigns to date. The company produced bottles that
had popular names and would say “#shareacoke with Adam”, in
which the consumer would then go and post their bottle under
the hashtag. This was a great strategy for Coca-Cola to gain a
wider audience and the company has currently grown that
hashtag to over 600k posts on Instagram. Impressions refers to
the number of times that a post, story, or ad was seen by others
and measures the potential views of content that has been seen, 
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not by the number of views, so if your post was shown to one user
20 times, there would be 20 impressions. (Fields, 2022).
Impressions are a great tool to use to measure brand awareness
as the more times someone sees a company’s content or ads, the
more likely they are to recognize the brand.
   Another important metric to use is growth, which is a way to see
if people are interested in content and if a marketing strategy is
working. Monitoring growth is essential as it helps businesses:
evaluate the consistency and effectiveness of a plan, tells when it
is time to make changes to the strategy, and indicates online
presence which helps with brand awareness (Alisa, 2022).
Business accounts on Instagram can access insights which have
information on account reach, account engagement, and total
followers. In the total follower's section, the user can see how
many new followers they have gained in a week aswell as how
many they have lost in the same week.
   When it comes to consistency, there are a few main points that
come into play: frequency of posts, type of posts, and when
content is posted. When it comes to the frequency of businesses
posting, many businesses create schedules for their content.
Using schedules helps ensure that businesses are not posting too
much or too little. When businesses post too much, it might
overwhelm the consumer leading to them unfollowing and when
a business posts too little, the consumers are not seeing their
online presence and brand awareness goes down. Posting on a
set schedule allows users to know when their favorite brand is
posting as well. To check what type of content that they should
be posting, businesses can access their past content through
insights. Under insights, click on “content you shared,” then filter
it by “impressions,” and “last 3-6 months”. The posts that pop up
will be the ones that received the highest engagement and were
the best performing (Buyer, 2022). These posts can be used as a
guide on what to create for future content. The last main point
when it comes to consistency is the timing of posts, which can
also be found under insights. Under insights, select “your
audiences,” then “last 30 days,” and “most active times” (Buyer, 
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2022). This will bring up a bar chart that shows the most active
hours that followers are active, which would be the ideal time to
post.
 With TikTok being one of the newest social media platforms, it
has helped businesses boom in popularity and part of that has to
do with the analytics the app offers. User algorithm is one of the
most essential functions of the app. The algorithm is a
recommendation system that helps determine which videos
appear on users’ feeds and will continue to change over time
based on the users viewing preferences. The key points to
TikTok’s algorithm are user interactions, video information, and
account settings. User interactions uses the recommendations of
the user’s interactions such as: their following list, hidden
creators, comments posted, videos liked, content shared, added
to favorites, content that was marked as “not interested,” and
their own content (Newberry, 2022c). Video information that
helps the algorithm is based on the way the user interacts with
other users on the app which includes sounds, hashtags, effects,
and what is currently trending. The last point that helps the
algorithm is the device and account settings the user uses to
optimize their performance and experience. These settings
include language preferences, type of device, and country
location.
 TikTok allows users to track analytics on their individual posts
which helps break down individual videos rather than all of them.
Individual posts break down four main factors for videos
including: total play time, total views, average watch time, and
traffic source. Total play time is the number of times users on the
app have spent watching the video, while total views is the
number of times it has been viewed. Average watch time breaks
down the average amount of time users have spent watching the
video. Normally, a longer watch time indicates that the user likes
the video and continues to watch it while a shorter watch time
means they watched a couple of seconds before scrolling on. The
last factor is the traffic source that helps identify where the users
watching the video are coming from. The places that users could 
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be coming from include their “for you” pages, sounds, search,
following the creator, or from a hashtag (Marvellous, 2022). 
   When it comes to posting on TikTok, users will want to ensure
their frequency is on point. Currently, the TikTok “for you” page
consists of videos that are not older than a couple of days which
allows for there to be a constant cycle of fresh recent videos,
sounds, and trends. Frequency is not only when things are
posted, but it is also the number of posts that get posted, since
how often a brand posts can affect how content gets distributed
on the platform (Mikolajczyk, 2022). TikTok currently
recommends making 1-4 posts a day. When it comes to finding
the best time to post, studies and experiments have shown that
Thursday night at 7pm is the best time for users to post since that
is when most people are on the app. By following the best times
to post, users can expect to see a rise in their audiences.
Duolingo is a great example of a company using frequency as
part of their analytics strategy. Duolingo has become well known
on TikTok for their frequent videos that pop up on users “for you”
pages. This is due to them posting at the right times when most
users are on the app, using popular sounds in their videos, as well
as adding current trends in their videos.
         YouTube is also a prominent social media platform that uses
digital marketing analytics. Creators on YouTube use metrics
such as reach, engagement, and algorithms to make sure their
content is hitting the right targets. Reach is a metric that states
where and how the people viewing the content found it. This can
be found in the YouTube analytics tab under the “Reach” section.
This section uses other metrics to create the reach analytics such
as: unique viewers, views, impressions, and impressions click-
through-rate. A company that actively uses a YouTube channel
such as Lego, would use the reach section of analytics to see how
the viewers of their videos actually find them. The different ways
that audiences find a creator's content is through the YouTube
website and the different YouTube apps for mobile devices.
   Similarly, engagement is the metric that creators can use to
learn how their video, post, or channel has been interacted with. 
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This metric can be tracked through: views, likes, dislikes,
comments, and subscriptions. Lego could use the engagement
analytics to actively see which types of videos and content are
the most viewed, and they can get feedback through comments
and likes. Viewers on YouTube are free to view, like, comment on
any video, and subscribe to any channel. YouTube recently
removed the dislike button for viewers, but ended up bringing it
back and making the metric only available to the creator
themself.
   Finally, the YouTube algorithm is a system made to rank and
recommend videos to viewers by using a set of computer
instructions designed to process factors such as videos,
comments, descriptions, and engagements and recommend
based on relevance and viewer satisfaction (Keenan, 2022). This
ranking system is how the videos that appear on the viewer’s
recommended page actually get recommended to them. If a
viewer searched for and watched a couple of videos on the
Amazon Rainforest, then the YouTube algorithm will then do its
magic and begin to recommend that viewer more videos on the
Amazon Rainforest or other rainforests.
    Another social media platform that uses digital marketing
analytics is Pinterest. Some analytics that Pinterest users can
utilize are trends, demographics, and overall engagements. A
trend is a general direction in which something is developing or
changing. In terms of being on Pinterest, users can look and
search for trending topics and keywords. This helps users in
search of something specific be able to become more aware of
which keywords and topics are trending for that specific topic.
This search can be done in the normal search bar on Pinterest.
Trends on Pinterest can also be beneficial for someone who has a
profile set up for their business on the site. That business can
always be in the know of which topics and keywords are trending
for what they are selling.
   Another key metric that is important for the users of Pinterest is
a demographic. This is statistical data relating to the population
and particular groups within it. Users of Pinterest can use 
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demographic analytics to better understand the audience that
they have. They can know about their audience’s age, location,
education level, race, gender and other things. This information is
extremely important to be knowledgeable about because the
creator can direct their posts and pins to those specific
demographics that make up their audience. This will in turn drive
up engagements and impressions by bringing in more of said
demographics. A company that uses Pinterest such as Target
could do a demographic analysis of what they pin and post. After
seeing which demographics they hit, they can better adjust their
pins to what their demographic would be interested in.
   Engagements are also another very important metric that the
users of Pinterest can utilize. As stated previously, engagements
are metrics and analytics that people can use to see how people
interact with their content and/or posts. Also stated previously,
YouTube’s engagements entails: likes, dislikes, comments, views,
unique views, and subscriptions. Pinterest’s engagements
include re-pins, shares, hides, and saves. When a user re-pins a
post on Pinterest, they repost the post they liked to their page,
and it acts as a “retweet.” A share is when a user sends the pin or
post to a friend or posts it on another social media. When a user
hides a pin or post, Pinterest then knows that they want to see
less posts like that one. Saving a pin or post on Pinterest is self-
explanatory as they simply save the post to their device. Target
could utilize the engagement analytics of Pinterest and be more
understanding of which posts are getting the most interaction.
These are all very important metrics for users to keep track of so
they can know which posts or pins are popular on the site.
      LinkedIn is another social media platform that uses digital
marketing analytics. Some of the most important metrics and
analytics that LinkedIn uses are page views, engagements, and
search appearance. On LinkedIn, a user that views the page of
another user or company is considered to be a visitor. The visitor
analytics can be classified as page views, unique visitors, and
custom button clicks. Users can track the visitors of their pages
through these metrics, and they can determine if their page is 
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popular or not. The overall goal of a user or company’s page on
LinkedIn is to convert those visitors into followers. A company
that is an active LinkedIn user such as Putnam Investments could
find this analytic very helpful. Putnam would be able to keep
track of which users are being converted from visitors to followers
on their page.
   The engagements and interactions of LinkedIn are similar to
those of Pinterest and YouTube as there are clicks, likes,
comments, and shares available for pages and posts. The clicks
engagement would translate directly to views and visitors of
pages or posts. Likes, comments, and shares are all metrics used
to better gauge how popular a certain page or post is on
LinkedIn. Finally, the search appearance analytic is for users and
companies to know how often their page or post is a result in a
search that another user has done. If a user searched up different
financial institutions, a company like Putnam Investments would
appear in that search. Putnam would then find that they have
appeared in at least that one search when looking at their
analytics. This metric is beneficial for users and companies
because they can add and take away information from their page
or posts that would affect how often they appear in a search.

Conclusion
    In conclusion, this chapter highlighted the importance of
digital marketing analytics for businesses. This chapter also
helped to highlight the importance of considering specific
metrics for different platforms. Website analytics and tracking
buyer’s behavior are important components to successfully tweak
content and products to be exactly what the consumer is looking
for. Digital marketing analytics are powerful tools that many
companies and businesses are utilizing to build credibility within
their establishment, save time and money by focusing on specific
metrics, and have an overall increase in revenue by utilizing these
analytics to make more informed choices.
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6
SEO

    This chapter will cover what Search Engine Optimization (SEO)
is and how to build a strong SEO strategy to optimize online web
traffic through search engine platforms. Online traffic is when
web users use search engines and type keywords related to a
page. Having a website higher on the results page will result in
more web traffic. This increases the page's activity, sales, and
overall popularity. The main topics covered by this chapter will
include how to use keywords, and which ones will bring users to
a particular page. Similarly to keywords, there will be a discussion
of blended search, which produces a variety of results when
searching. Finally, this chapter will explain how to optimize each
tool and how to ensure each part of a digital page can be to its
fullest potential. This chapter will highlight the various aspects of
SEO and why it is important to the digital market strategy (Lahey,
2022).

Defining SEO
   Search Engine Optimization, SEO for short, is the science
behind pages ranking higher in search engines such as Google,
Safari, and more. To increase website visibility, it is necessary to
have quality website traffic, which stems from how high a page is
ranked on web search engines, increasing conspicuousness.
The algorithms these various search engines use have hundreds
of different ranking factors that are taken into account when
calculating the order that the pages appear in. However, these
factors combine into one determinant, how well the website will
give the searcher what they are looking for (“What Is SEO,” 2010).
This is why having a concrete SEO strategy will maximize page
positioning on a search engine.
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Why is SEO Important?
   Organic search is the unpaid, or ads, on a search engine
platform. Paid advertising comprises the majority of a search
engine results page (SERP). The difference is an organic search is
determined by that search engine's algorithm, whereas an ad,
more specifically a pay-per-click ad, appears because of a
company's payment. Therefore, it is not possible to pay for the
desired page to be ranked higher in organic search results (“What
Is SEO,” 2010). 
   Quality of organic traffic is another factor of SEO, in essence,
meaning how relevant that user's desired search is to a website
and the content within (“What Is SEO,” 2010). Having a strong
SEO strategy will lead to a minimal bounce rate. The bounce rate
is the percentage of web users that visit a page, usually through
the link on the SERP, but then exiting the page without
interacting with it. This includes making a purchase or clicking a
link (“What Is Bounce Rate?,” n.d.). Therefore high-quality organic
traffic is the users who are interested in content and take action
within it. 
   Finally, the quantity of organic traffic is defined as the number
of users who land on a page via organic search. The amount
depends on a page's positioning on the SERP, which again
depends on a strong SEO marketing strategy. More high-quality
users engaging with a page will raise the quantity of organic
traffic.

How to Use Keywords
 The objective of keyword research is to establish what customers
are searching for in a given market. This will provide a solid view
of how to lead them to a website. It is important to prioritize
keywords in the segment to work with the SERP algorithm. It is
also occasionally a good idea to aim high and seek some
competition. The monthly search volume is how many times a
keyword is put into search engines each month. Doing some
research on monthly search volumes is a clever tactic to ensure a
business is releasing content people are actively searching for 
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and want. It is important to manage a keyword strategy that has
long-term goals and short-term victories by having a variety of
head terms. Keeping an eye on competitors is a useful method to
learn which keywords they are using and reassess, but it is not
necessary to match theirs. Searching for opportunities where the
competitor does not pay any mind to a word may be beneficial.
Ultimately, paying attention to the target market and discovering
what is often sought will be the most beneficial (Leist).
   Paying attention to SERP is another important factor when
selecting keywords. This is crucial when getting a company to the
top in search results. The more searches click on a website for
information, the higher that website gets ranked. To have a
successful turnout with keywords it is important to use SERP or
else the website will be ranked poorly and will rarely be clicked
on. When ranking low, it essentially means fewer customers,
decreased visibility, and a decline in sales on the website (Leist).
Examples: 
Paragraph Snippets - A short text that sums up the answer to the
searcher's question. Providing a paragraph snippet shows them
the direct point of their inquiry at the top of the google search
results. 
Image Packs - The images that appear below a search in
horizontal formation. They utilize ranking algorithms in addition
to the basic organic algorithm.
List Snippets - This snippet is used to outline certain steps in a
specific process. Usually, these follow under the searches that
include the words “how to”. Including list snippets make it easy
for the searcher to not only read but also comprehend the
organized steps of the task. 
Video Snippets - A video that appears below the search. By
including a video, it can help to get a website into a top
placement if it happens to use the keywords people are searching
for. 

Blended Search
 Blended search, also known as universal search, is the 
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Make it more informational by avoiding sales lingo.

Make sure the image is JPG format
Use an original photo
Provide high-quality images

Utilize video-specific tag descriptions
Give videos their own RSS feed

Add photos so people are intrigued to click on the product 
Manually submit individual products one at a time to improve
product descriptions and other data

combination of media including videos, images, or maps that
appear on the SERP along with organic search (“What Is Universal
Search,” n.d.).
   The blended search was established in April 2007, and since
then, search engines have added more features that promote
additional traffic and have higher click rates (“What is Universal
Search,” 2018). These features include videos, images, maps, and
shopping results. These appear above or along the side with
organic searches. They commonly appear in Google's SERPs and
are also referred to as “enhanced search” or “Universal Search
Integration''. This new integration is designed to give results from
many different sources related to a search.
 Two similar types of search are universal and extended search.
Universal results are also commonly referred to as “boxes.” This
means they appear as boxes that are clickable, just as links are.
However, they provide content in a form to meet the user's desire
from the relative search. Universal search also appears next to the
original ten links of the universal search. In contrast, extended
search is also represented as “boxes,” but these results are based
on organic results and internal/external data sources (“What Is
Universal Search,” n.d.). 

Tips for Optimizing SEO:
News  

Images

Videos

Products
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Conclusion
 Overall, SEO is a great way for websites to maximize their online
traffic, which is extremely beneficial for small businesses and/or a
business entering the digital world. This will help all companies
get their brand out most efficiently to receive the most exposure.
Learning about SEO can help a company use it optimally. Using
the best keywords by concentrating on the appropriate topics for
a company will help get its website to the top. Further, as one’s
popularity in SERPs grows, adding keywords will solidify an
existing presence. In conclusion, SEO is a great technique for
sites to increase their amount of customers from quality online
traffic, which is highly useful for all businesses as the digital
world becomes more prominent. 
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7
Paid Advertising

   Paid advertising is any form of advertising that is paid for. Paid
advertising is different from owned or earned advertising in the
sense that marketers pay the owner of the space in exchange for
an advertisement in that space. There are various categories of
paid advertising such as pay-per-click and display ads. Another
form of paid advertising is social ads which is a type of paid
advertising that is growing in popularity right now. Social ads are
a form of paid advertising that is found in social media. These ads
can be useful for all types of businesses due to the diversity of
each social media platform. Paid advertising is a type of
marketing that can become expensive quickly if they are not
careful. That is why it is important for business owners to
recognize what types of paid advertising their business would
benefit best from. Paid advertising is also a terrific way to get
traffic to the website and increase business. 

Overarching Theme
 Many marketers have considered the question, “why pay for
social media advertisements?” It can be just as effective, if not
more effective to advertise for free on social media platforms such
as Facebook, Instagram, and TikTok, but to take full advantage of
the true potential of social media marketing, paid advertising is
the way to go. Paid advertising ensures a guaranteed path to
connect with users, whereas posting advertisements without
paying to promote them would result in fewer views and
interactions. There is a myriad of forms of paid advertising, so
determining which type is best for the company may be difficult.
That being said, the most important, relevant, and effective forms
of paid advertising will be broken down in this chapter.
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What is Pay Per Click?
  Pay-per-Click (PPC) is exactly as it sounds- a paid advertising
campaign where the advertiser pays for each click on their ads
(Chapter 7 Pay-Per-Click Advertising, n.d.). It is a simple equation-
there is an advertisement, someone clicks on it, and the adviser is
charged for that click. These clicks come in a variety of forms,
from website and app visits to app installments and phone calls.
PPC allows businesses to easily promote anything that they want,
including current offers, discounts, products, and services. It can
also easily track the total clicks that a business has driven, the
cost per click, and the return on ad spend. This allows for a
business to monitor the return amount of an ad, so if they were to
spend $1000 on advertising, they would be able to see how much
revenue that is bringing back into the business. It is efficient
because advertisers only pay the publisher when the ad gets
clicked on. This prevents advertisers from investing their budgets
into campaigns that cannot be measured quantitatively (CFI
Team, 2021).
  The process for Pay Per Click Advertising is simple, yet clearly
effective. First, a business must choose a PPC channel. For
example, this could be Google Ads, Microsoft Ads, YouTube, etc.
Once a channel is finalized, a business must estimate a monthly
budget in order to understand exactly how much they are willing
to spend. From there, a business would need to set up landing
pages to send traffic from their PPC advertisements. Every time
someone clicks on an ad, it is important for the business to make
sure that the traffic is going to a well-designed and intriguing
website landing page. It is important to set up conversion
tracking to track the overall results from a campaign, which will
aid in creating more targeted ads in the future. These ads can be
run as display ads, paid placements that appear based on
targeting parameters, or search ads, ads that appear to those
who are already searching for a product or service, in all different
places to reach positional customers. Once the ads are created,
the campaign is launched and businesses will be able to track
their results.
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Paid Search Ads
   When companies pay search engines to enhance their
placement on a search, it is called paid advertising. Paid ads are a
marketing strategy that allows businesses to pay search engines
in return for high placement on the search (Everything You Need
to Know About Paid Advertising, 2022). One example of this can
be used by looking at Google, Google gets paid by businesses to
enhance their placement when a person searches specific
keywords. Keywords are one of a few ways that determine how
search engines, like Google, rank the search results. Other factors
that come into consideration are bidding, advertisement
extensions, and quality. Bidding occurs when businesses bid on
specific keywords that they think best describe or attain their
website. The highest bidder then gets placed on a higher rating
than the lowest bidder. Advertisement extensions are links that
companies can put on an advertisement and users can click the
links and be brought to some form of company information or
other important information about a company. 
   Now someone may be asking “why paid search
advertisements?”. Paid search is one of the best ways to get a
company at the top of a popular search engine. Google, Yahoo,
and Bing are all types of major search engines that provide users
with billions of search results every day. Paid search ads are a
golden opportunity for a business to get up to the top of those
search engine results. Using paid advertisements can also help
companies reach their target audience. Using specific keywords
that are going to be familiar and similar to words that the target
audience is using will make paid ads more likely to pop up on the
page of the intended audience. Paid advertising is more likely to
reach the intended audience than say a billboard. Paid
advertising is one of the most cost-effective ways for a business
to advertise to its customers. When comparing the effectiveness
of paid advertising to something like a banner, banners are
uncontrollable, nobody has control over who drives or walks past
them or who sees them in general. Unlike banners, paid
advertisements are used and directed toward a specific audience 
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and are generating traffic directly to the website through online
(Paid Search, n.d.).
   
Display Advertising
  Display Advertising comes in many forms. Compared to offline
advertising such as a billboard, magazine ad, or commercial,
display advertising relies on a more digital environment, such as
websites, apps, and social media platforms. Its main purpose is to
promote general advertisements, brand messages, and products
to digital users. "Display advertising includes text, images or
video and encourages site visitors to go to a landing page to take
certain desired action” (Display Advertising, 2022). To do this,
businesses will pay whoever owns one of these digital ad spaces
with the intention of getting their ads seen by the right kind of
people. In the digital world of display advertising, ad space is on
the websites people visit every day. Display advertising gives
businesses the chance to pay for their ads to appear to the right
kind of person when they are on the right kind of page. 
   For one, deals can be made directly with the owners of a
website, or people can use networks to match businesses with
lots of different websites that have ad space to sell. Companies
can show their ads on specific web pages, to specific groups of
people, or even to both. So, they can target people with specific
interests even when they’re just checking the weather, reading
the news, or browsing around any website that they may want to
visit, even if said websites have nothing to do with their specific
interests. So, display advertising offers businesses the ability to
reach relevant audiences across the internet. Overall, display
advertising is a great way to drive traffic to a website, build
engagement with visitors, and win new customers.

Social Media Advertising
 Social media advertising is one of the best ways to create
personal connections with customers (Tomas, 2021). Due to the
vast number of social media websites, it may be daunting to
determine which social media platform is best for the person and 
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the company. 
   That being said, each social media platform has its pros and
cons, and there’s no reason companies shouldn’t be advertising
on multiple platforms; in fact, it’s encouraged to advertise on a
myriad of platforms to increase the outreach. For more
information on what platform is best for a brand, reference the
Social Media chapter. To get the full benefits of social media
platforms with a younger audience such as Twitter, Instagram,
and, most recently, TikTok, advertisers must be as creative as
possible. Companies such as Wendy’s fully utilize Twitter by
creating personal connections with the younger audience by
writing Tweets that the younger generations might not see as
professional, including roasting fans and competitors, interacting
with other businesses, or even replying to unrelated Tweets
making jokes (Twitter, 2022). On Instagram, the Slim Jim account
is just a meme page that can often be found in the comments of
other big meme pages (Meta, 2022), and on TikTok, Duolingo
collaborates with unrelated brands such as Scrub Daddy to create
funny content that relates to the audience (TikTok, 2022).
   Social media marketing (SMM) is all about connecting with the
customers and growing a brand, so it isn’t always going to
include the product or service. No matter what platforms people
decide are worth it for the company, just ensure that businesses
are interacting with the customers and replying to comments.
Increasing engagement is key to ensuring that the content is
reached by the masses, so reply to comments quickly and try to
keep the conversation going. Social media marketing has the
advantage of allowing a close personal connection with
customers and fans, creates very strong analytical data, is recent
and relevant, and creates a fresh and new advertisement scene
that relies on creativity instead of what is traditionally considered
appropriate. Although there are millions of advertisers on social
media, there are billions of customers, meaning despite the
competition, ads will always reach the target market if they’re put
out correctly. Another pro of social media advertising is the ease
of advertisement pricing – it's possible to put out a paid 
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advertisement for as little or as much money as businesses have
available, and they can typically see how many people the
advertisements will reach before paying. Although paying to
promote advertisements is highly recommended as it increases
outreach, some platforms don’t require paid advertisements to be
successful if companies are able to gain a following and are smart
with hashtags and content. 

Affiliate Marketing
   As companies grew with the expansion of the internet, the world
or marketing drastically changed. With the internet, companies
are now able to market their goods and services to millions of
people effortlessly. Marketing branched into Online Marketing
and everyone in the industry had new roles to fill in order to
provide awareness for their company. As for others, opportunities
arose for third party marketing, or in this case Affiliate marketing.
Affiliate marketing is the representation of another brand or
company through an outside resource's presentation. As
someone who has a following online and enjoys a certain brand,
they can source themselves as an affiliate of said brand and
market towards their following. As their following sees the brand
and buys either the brand's good or service, a commission is
serviced to whoever provided the traffic and made sales. These
commissions for online affiliate marketing can scale from low-
ticket to high-ticket, meaning that depending on the price of the
product that is chosen to market, commission can vary.

Conclusion
 From Pay Per Click to Affiliate marketing, Paid Advertising can
open any business, large or small, up to more traffic, boost
conversion rates, and do it faster than the competition. Although
certain costs come with Paid Advertising the risks are taught to
be well worth it. As the Paid Advertising world can be so vast,
there is plenty of room for success despite the costs. With the
expansion of online industries and the marketing required, Paid
Advertising will evolve with these industries and thrive through 
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more brand recognition and audience attention. In all, Paid
advertising is seen as a very strong form of advertising simply
because of what it can offer.
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8
Conclusion

    How is digital marketing going to evolve? Since the pandemic,
there has been a large transition to working at home, online
classes, and even family gatherings through video-call services
like Zoom and RingCentral. There has also been advancement of
the Metaverse using augmented-reality (AR) and virtual-reality
(VR). With rapid movement into the online space in a short
amount of time, this gives plenty of opportunity for marketers to
advertise on these platforms and expand how they market online
(Davis, 2022). Another advancement in digital marketing is the
inclusion of non-fungible tokens (NFT’s). NFT’s are predicted to
replace many different forms of digital documentation,
authentication, and even memorabilia. With these predictions,
brands could utilize NFT’s to give away with purchases, or sell
them which could help promote their brand’s goods or services
(Davis, 2022). 

Future Trends
 Some of the future trends may be the increase of voice-search in
different apps/products, a better behavior analysis which will
help companies to understand better their customers, real-time
insights, and an improved quality and velocity on the internet.
Lastly, something that will be very helpful in the future will be the
paid and organic ads that will help with the engagement (Sniper,
2021). 
 In addition, social media will continue to focus on the younger
audiences as they are now the main users of many different social
media platforms. For the future, there will likely be more
advertisements because companies prefer advertising online as it
is easier, and sometimes cheaper. The future for digital marketing 
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will also include advanced algorithms to deduce what each user
wants to see on their social media (Rees, 2021). 
 Digital marketing has continued to change over the years. This
only means that it will be changing even more in the future.
Within the next few years, it seems as though videos will continue
to grow to promote and connect. On the social media aspect,
influencers will also continue to grow and be able to connect to
their fans on a more personal level rather than just seeing them as
followers (Pamintuan, 2022). Including micro-influencers will be
cheaper and it would help to rely on authenticity, find an
audience, and would increase the success rate of the campaign
(Hunter, 2021).  
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Digital marketing:  “is the promotion of brands to

connect with potential customers using the internet and

other forms of digital communication” (“What is Digital

Marketing,” n.d.). 

Display ads: “are images, videos, or gifs shown to users

on websites or apps” (What is Display Advertising,”

n.d.). 

Pay-per-click: “an advertiser pays a publisher every

time an advertisement link is clicked on” (“Pay-per-

click,” 2021)

ROI:  “a metric used to understand the profitability of an

investment” (Birken, 2022). 

Introduction
GLOSSARY



Boards: where you save, collect and organize your Pins.

Brand exposure: advertising your brand, and your

name to entice people to do business with you.

Business Profile (Facebook) - A profile on Facebook a

company makes that includes information regarding

their overall brand. Here they can express to the viewers

their goals, mission, and posts regarding the business as

a whole

Business-to-business marketing -  involves the sale of

one company’s product or service to another company

Content Creator - creator of engaging content of

information through digital media

Creators: an individual who creates and shares content

intended to educate or entertain an audience across

social media platforms

Duet- allows the user to TikTok side by side with other

people’s videos

Business Models
GLOSSARY



For You- Page that has videos just for you

Hashtags- a word or phrase preceded by a hash sign,

used on social media websites and applications, to

identify digital content on a specific topic 

Keyword tagging - belongs in the section of a Web

page, typically placed below the META description tag

Lip-Sync- move the lips silently in synchronization with

a pre-recorded soundtrack

Memories - Where photos and videos taken on the app

can be saved.

Microblogging - the activity or practice of making short,

frequent posts

My Eyes Only - A section on the app where photos and

videos can be stored and are password protected.

Business Models
GLOSSARY



Pin: bookmarks that people use to save content they

love on Pinterest.

Resume - a document, that is typically one to two pages

and highlights a candidate’s education, experience, and

skills

Search engine: a program that searches for and

identifies items in a database that correspond to

keywords or characters specified by the user, used

especially for finding particular sites on the World Wide

Web.

Snap maps - A feature that allows someone to be

tracked on a global map.

Social Media Influencers - people and organizations

who have a purported expert level of knowledge or

social influence in their field. 

Spotlight - Where users can post short videos to appear

in others feeds. Like a TikTok or an Instagram reel.

Business Models
GLOSSARY



Sponsored - An ad that was paid for by a company in

order to be featured on the site.

Facebook’s app timeline. 

Subscriptions - Users can subscribe to popular content

creators to see what they are posting and have it appear

at the top of their page

Target audience: a particular group at which a film,

book, advertising campaign, etc., is aimed.

Unique Content - created to be completely different

than any other content found on the web to best

optimize SEO.

Viral- relating to or involving an image, video, piece of

information, etc., that is circulated rapidly and widely

from one internet user to another. 

Business Models
GLOSSARY



Brand awareness - the familiarity the target audience

has with a brand and how well they are able to

recognize it (Decker, 2022).

Brand equity - the value perceived through physical

experiences with a brand and the overall perception

(Decker, 2022).

Brand identity - the projection of company or personal

values that communicate who a brand is, what it stands

for, and why consumers should choose it over other

companies (Heitzman, 2022).

Engagement: the metric that creators can use to learn

how their video, post, or channel has been interacted

with and is measured through views, likes, dislikes,

comments, and subscriptions.

Logos: Can convey meaning to the customer “about

your company’s core values” (Goldring, 2022).

Primary Logo: “Usually more traditional looking” (Ward,

2022).

Online Branding
GLOSSARY



New Visitors: visitors that are visiting the site for the first

time.

Online Presence: How easy it is to find a brand or

company online (Riserbato, 2022).

Personal branding - the process of creating a brand

identity for a person or business (Heitzman, 2022).

Page Views: the number of times a page on a website is

seen by a visitor.

Repeat Visitors: users that have previously interacted

with or visited the website.

Secondary Logo: “A shorter and more compact version

of the original” (Ward, 2022).

Website Engagement: These metrics measure how

much website visitors are interacting with a website and

online brand (Juviler, 2022)

Online Branding
GLOSSARY



Boards: where you save, collect and organize your Pins.

Brand exposure: advertising your brand, and your

name to entice people to do business with you.

Business Profile (Facebook) - A profile on Facebook a

company makes that includes information regarding

their overall brand. Here they can express to the viewers

their goals, mission, and posts regarding the business as

a whole.

Business-to-business marketing - involves the sale of

one company’s product or service to another company

Content Creator - creator of engaging content of

information through digital media creators: an

individual who creates and shares content intended to

educate or entertain an audience across social media

platforms

Social Media
GLOSSARY



Duet- allows the user to TikTok side by side with other

people’s videos

For You- Page that has videos just for you

Hashtags- a word or phrase preceded by a hash sign ,

used on social media websites and applications, to

identify digital content on a specific topic

Keyword tagging - belongs in the section of a Web

page, typically placed below the META description tag 

Lip-Sync- move the lips silently in synchronization with

a pre-recorded soundtrack

Memories - Where photos and videos taken on the app

can be saved.

Microblogging - the activity or practice of making short,

frequent posts

Social Media
GLOSSARY



My Eyes Only - A section on the app where photos and

videos can be stored and are password protected.

Pin: bookmarks that people use to save content they

love on Pinterest.

Resume - a document, that is typically one to two pages

and highlights a candidate’s education, experience, and

skills

Search engine: a program that searches for and

identifies items in a database that correspond to

keywords or characters specified by the user, used

especially for finding particular sites on the World Wide

Web

Snap maps - A feature that allows someone to be

tracked on a global map.

Social Media Influencers - people and organizations

who have a purported expert level of knowledge or

social influence in their field. 

Social Media
GLOSSARY



Spotlight - Where users can post short videos to appear

in others' feeds. Like a TikTok or an Instagram reel.

Sponsored - An ad that was paid for by a company in

order to be featured on the site.

Facebook’s app timeline.

Subscriptions - Users can subscribe to popular content

creators to see what they are posting and have it appear

at the top of their page

Target audience: a particular group at which a film,

book, advertising campaign, etc., is aimed. 

Unique Content - created to be completely different

than any other content found on the web to best

optimize SEO.

Viral- relating to or involving an image, video, piece of

information, etc., that is circulated rapidly and widely

from one internet user to another

Social Media
GLOSSARY



Average Time on Page: the average time visitors are

staying on different pages

Bounce rate: the percentage of visitors who load one

page on a website, then leave without interacting with

the page or visiting any other page.

Conversion Rate: the percentage of visitors that

complete a desired action

Engagement: the metric that creators can use to learn

how their video, post, or channel has been interacted

with and is measured through views, likes, dislikes,

comments, and subscriptions.

Exit Rate: the percentage of page views that were the

last of a user’s session

New Visitors: visitors that are visiting the site for the first

time

.

Digital Marketing Analytics
GLOSSARY



Page Views: the number of times a page on a website is

seen by a visitor.

Repeat Visitors: users that have previously interacted

with or visited the website

Site Speed: the time it takes for a page to load

Social Media Analytics: helps businesses understand

how customers feel about their company, products, and

services (Qualtrics, 2022). 

Web traffic: refers to the web users who visit a website.

Website Analytics: helps a business understand where

visitors go on the website, how long they stay on pages,

how often they visit the site, and how they arrived at the

site.

Digital Marketing Analytics
GLOSSARY



Algorithms: Set of rules to be followed in calculations or

other problem-solving operations, especially by a

computer.

Blended search: The mix of organic search along with

other media including photos, videos, or maps

displayed on the results page

Bounce rate: The number of viewers to a website who

leave after viewing only one page.

Clickable: An image, icon, link, or anything that a web

user can click on for another reaction

Conspicuousness: Standing out compared to others, to

be obvious or clearly visible 

Determinant: An element that has a significant impact

on the results of something.

Extended search: Assessed by the number of

candidates seen per applicant examined and the

number of candidates interviewed per job.

SEO
GLOSSARY



External data: Data that is sourced outside a company,

usually from the market, customers, or competitors.

High click rates: A high percentage of people who see

an ad click it.

Internal data: Data that is sourced within a company,

usually within departments such as marketing, finance,

etc.

Optimize: The process to make as perfect, effective, or

functional as possible

Pay-per-click ad: a type of digital advertising used to

drive traffic to websites in which an ad is clicked, an

advertiser pays the publisher.

RSS: A method of distributing content from a digital

author.

SEO
GLOSSARY



Search engines: A web-based tool that helps someone

find information that they're searching for online.

SEO: Short for search engine optimization, meaning the

process of improving a website's online traffic from

search engines

SERP: Short for search engine results page, the page

that appears after a web user searches key terms that

provide of list of related links 

Website visibility: The overall presence that a website

gets when users search for related services or products. 

Web users: Someone who uses a web browser to get to

a website. 

SEO
GLOSSARY



Advertisement extensions: Any extra information that

is added to the advertisement to make it bulkier. Usually,

ad extensions are words that can be clicked on and

bring the user to more relevant information (Bonacci,

2021). 

Affiliate Marketing: The representation of another

brand or company through an outside resource's

presentation.

Bidding: The maximum amount of money a company is

willing to pay for each click on an advertisement (“What

is a Bid?” n.d.). 

Display Ads: A type of advertising that incorporates

text, images, and a URL that links directly to a website

where customers can purchase items or services.

(Display Ads, n.d.)

Pay-Per-Click: A form of advertising where an advertiser

pays a fee to a publisher every time their advertisement

is clicked. (CPI Team, 2021)

Paid Advertising
GLOSSARY



Social Ads: Social ads are a form of paid advertising that

is found in social media (Treinish, 2021). 

Social Media Marketing: A form of marketing that uses

social media platforms to engage and interact with

customers at a more personal level.

Paid Advertising
GLOSSARY




